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I
TO THE EDITORS OF SLUICE BOX:
In your efforts to arouse our college students to

activity in literary production, you and your predecessors here

have certainly made fine progress. To reach out into the high
schools of the state and determine the interests of future college
students in such scholarly and creative aspects of campus activities
was an excellent idea.

Certainly you have proven that there is a great deal of
interest among Montana’s two hundred high schools in the writing

of stories, sketches, and articles.

If the young writers throughout

Montana are further endouraged to know that many of us are interested
in their present writings and further possibilities, then they may

redouble their efforts and a number of them become the established authors
of the future.
If these high school students come onto the campus

this spring, accompanied by the principals of the high schools and

many of the English teachers, I am sure that your staff vdll do
everything possible to make their brief stay here pleasant.

Best

wishes for your success.

Geo. Finlay Simmons
president

ROSS TOOLE-SENIOR-J.IISSOULA

They pulled, him out
Of the shallow stream,

And it sucked, at its banks,
And.

the place where he’d been.

And the canyon pressed down,
And the bushes were bare,
And the breeze that stirred

His sodden dark hair

Vlas as sullen as winter.

They pulled him out

And laid him down,
Laid him rigid

On the cold, wet ground.

And the day went on,
As they wheeled him away,
And I in my smallness

Have no more to say.
Let the walls of the canyon

Slip back into place.
Let the stream wash its banks,

And the trees in their grace
Swing over the ground

And shadow the place.

IERB JTLLISON
rRADE 12

’CVJELL COUNTY

To pick at random an incident or series of incidents in a person’s
life and say,’’This is the most vital—the most outstanding incident
in my life," is a hard thing.
Hence, I present the teachers

Teachers have more effect on a person’s life than the person or the
teacher cares to admit, They can make you-—or they can break you.
They are with you more than your parents are and, perhaps, know you
better. They govern your range and type of thoughte
Outside of being dropped on your head when a baby or being locked
in a dark closet and other sundries that shape your future, they are
a large factor in the forming of your complexes.
What are teachers? Are they the chosen ones who have learned to
make bawl-out sound like a pep talk, or vice-versa?
Let’s drop the issue and make a definition:

A teacher is a paradox.*

This is much easier to say, and about as close as you’ll get.

Outside of two ladies who marveled at my ability to pile blocks
while going thru kindergarten, the first teacher I had was a lady with
a sorority pin. As far as the first grade of Howell Public was concern
ed, I was the white-haired boy, A good share of my time was spent in
missionary work among the more backward members of the class. This
supremacy was short-lived. In the second grade I took a slump and
never again regained my pace.
I have in mind a nun who was substituting for the regular teacher
a couple of years later. Five minutes after class took up I had a
premonition of disaster, VJe did not cotton. Two days later this pre
monition became a reality. By the hand of the good sister I was
rapped on the head with an illustrated edition of the "Jungle Bool^"Here enters the unforseen that governs the future. Today I am no
lover of Kipling,
The next teacher to mark me was a school-marm in a country-built,
country-supported, one-room and water-pail edifice. She was a niceappearing Miss with the wisdom, of a hill-country Solomon and a gent e
voice. One winter morning she rocked the school’s six-footer with
the water-pail. The 'water was frozen and the effect was terrific.
"Six-foot" quit school.

Significance:

A teacher is a paradox.

Next year she was gone—married, to be correct. In her place
was a shy kid, newly out of normal, A3 I look back on it, we e
hen a merry chase. If I ever see her again I’ll apologize.

Significance:

A teacher is a paradox.
3,

In boarding school the next year the boys took orders from a Sis
ter of Providence. Sister Angela had blue eyes, a hearty laugh, and
the best right jab in the order. It was rumored that before she took
her vows her hair was red. I don’t question it.
I snapped her‘up one morning before chapel. Sister Angela led
out wit’1 her right, ar.d while the gallery of sleepy-eyed and gap
mouthed lads looked on, I demonstrated how to go down the basement
stairs without using the steps.

Sister Angela never liked girls. She and Sister Judith, overlord of the girls’ division, had long arguments on the subject, sometimes
to the point of considerable heat.
The school year ended, and the boys starred home . Most of us
wouldn’t be back, When vie said goodbye to her—it hurt.

I didn;t, and won’t forget Sibter Angela—her easy way with the
kids—or that--peach of a‘right jabl

Later on I ran into another teacher, a man this time. He was
the delightful combination of a family lawyer, six volumes of James
Truslow Adams’ "March of Democracy" with footnotes by Stephen Leacock,
and a three-alarm fire.
Regardless of the source of reference I picked up more history
that year than ever before. He had a way of making history vibrate.
At his hands Queen Elizabeth became a wretched old woman in need of a
facial and Voltaire a rip-roaring soap-box ripper-downer. His was
a marvelous gift.

All in all, a teacher is a paradox.

From the child’s point of view, a teacher is not to be understood.
True, they do eat, breathe, and apparently live as.human beings,
but that is not all—just say the’word "teacher" with mingled scorn
and sarcasm and you see the point.

There was another. Some liked him, some -didn’t, some ignored
him. All admitted he knew his stuff.

Elnei 'If antehcher’s name'bfi synopomous with "heel" and it is
still admitted he knows his stuff, he’s o.k.

But he?s still a paradox.

A REFLECTION IN THE MANNER OF JAPANESE POETS
Phil Pollock-Gallatin

I curse; I criticize; I growl at the man in front of m ,
I laugh at some-one else’s mistakes.
I never look in a mirror.
4

When Bill Baptiese hired out to a group of French Canadians to
guide them through the wilderness from Pocatello, Idaho, to Calgary,
Alberta, little did he expect any excitement besides the usual Ind
ian danger, or that the events coming up would shape his entire life.
The route that the party took led them from Pocatello to Missoula,
then up through the Mission Valley and into the dangerous Indian
country of the Flathead Valley.
One evening when B ill and his party camped on the bank of a fair-'
ly large stream, later known as the South Fork of the Flathead River,
Bill went down to the stream for w ater. In the shimmering sand
beneath the water he saw that there was a large quantity of bright
sparkling substance that looked like gold but B ill very pessimisticly decided that it was just another place where the fool’s gold
was in great abundance. After the evening meal was finished and
there was still a little light from the sun as it ducked behind the
overhanging mountains, Bill decided that for want of somerffh.Tng' better
to do, he would go down to the river to pan out some of this wouldbe gold.

With very little hope of discovering anything, and with only a
frying pan to use for a goldpan, B ill went doxvn to the edge of the
stream and scooped up a little of the sand, starting the circular
motion that is used to eliminate the lighter substances and work
down to the gold. When Bill had washed away all the dirt and sand
there in the bottom of the frying pan was a large portion of the
metal that drove men madf! Bill was thunderstruck!!I He had dis
covered gold in an amazing quantity.
What to do? He couldn’t stop here now and work his placer mine
because of the grave Indian danger; and, besides, he had to take
his party on through to Calgary or else share his discovery with
them. Bill decided that he would go on with his party as if he
hadn’t discovered a thing coming back sometime later when the Ind
ians had been quieted to work this stream for its gold.
Several years later Bill returned to the then sparsely settled
Flathead Valley to work his gold find, but his first attempts'
to find the right location failed. Discouraged but undaunted, he
started to prospect the South Fork in search of gold.

Years passed and Bill grew older, still hunting and hoping to
find gold in the South Fork country because he knew it was there.
Hadn’t he seen it with his own eyes? With the passing of years
the little town of Columbia Falls was sited and people started
moving in. All the inhabitants in time grew to know old '’Baptiese
Bill,” because it was there that Bill came every few months for
supplies.

After Bill had become a very old man (no one knew his exact age
but most people guessed him to be around the century mark) his
body was found in the cabin at the site of all his prospecting
5.

for many long years.
on the mountain top.

His friends, of whom he had many, buried him

'Now the mountain where Bill was buried is called Baptiese Mount
ain, and if you ever journey into the South Fork country, inquire of
a ranger or an old-timer about the location of this mountain. Prob
ably you will be told a story similar to this, but it will undoubtedly
be much more interesting if told by someone who knew IB ill or the
country where he had spent most of his life.

AKE YOU iM LOVE?
TALES’ .LYON-SENIOR-ANACONDA

’’Love Is A Ticklish Sensation In The Pit of The Stomach, Which
Cannot Be Scratched.”

Love is perhaps the oldest subject of interest to human beings.
It intrigued the Egyptions, it engrossed the Greeks, it floored
the Romans. From the cradle to the grave man takes considerable
concern in the doings of the young nudist god. When Venus was a
deity, preacher"never had to worry about attendance.

Ah, who does not rememV.'.r his first lovej We are told On
reliable authority that sleep and appetite go with the wind,
that restlessness pervades the soul, that the'heart does gymnastics
and the tongue is tied in the Presence. Here, if ever, reigns
the custom of writing poetry to the Adored, The custom is beaut —
ful if the poetry is not. Then who can forget his second', and his
third love, and the other times he made a fool of himself.

The novice in the sport of the gods will find no lack of aids
to enlightenment. No one has any excuse for ignorance when List—
erine, Lifebuoy, and Ipana Toothpaste so generously supply ful
data. Statistics show that if all that has ever been written
about love were put together it would fill many a garbage can.
Yes, indeed, love makes the world go round, but everyone
knows the earth wobbles in its rotation. Three cheers for love,
but not too loud.

6.

TO

CELIA ANN JBOLOP-JUNIOR-LINCOLN
Have you ever lain on your back on a clear summer day and stared at
the sky? You first see everything quite plainly. A cloud is dist
inguishable, and an occasional bird is seen. Gradually nothing but
space is left. It is deep, swirling, overwhelming. You jump in fear.
Your heart will retard as you turn your eyes aside and focus them
on a tree. The smell of the eatth, warm and friendly, the sound of
living things moving around you, all make the present dear.

I don’t want to.go out and get lost in the swirlj Shocking, isn’t
it? I really don’t want to get beyond the nearest cloud. Home
holds everything for me that I really want. I want to stay where
the smell of family tradition is strong, where the sight of the
mountains is prevalent, where the whining of the mill, the barking
of dogs, and the occasional babble of people is ever in my ears.
Could it be that I?m afraid? Afraid to find newer and greener
fields? Can it be that I, the girl voted most likely to succeed
in the senior class, am. too spineless even to look the future
straight in the face? Looking straight from the eye one can see
things brighter and clearer than from the corner of the eye.
CrimfcaJs have a ’’shifty” eye, and the corners of their eyes are
well worn. Is it not true, too. that they see things in a dis
torted manner? Is that why they’re crimnals? Will I squarely lccx into
the future and search out every possible means of being useful?

Yes, I’m right. What is there to hold me here that there isn’t
elsewhere? Greener mountains can be found, more sparkling
springs can be tasted.
It’s all settled. I am going. I want to find out what there
is in that swirl. I don’t want to lie on my back And be pet
rified with the fear of something I can’t be certain of. Yes,
I’m going out there.

FORESIGHT
Gordon Wharton-Senior- I.iissoula

/ill these things that Time can see,
What a man is, what will be;
These are things no man can know
Of himself,-his friend, or foe.
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In October of 1937 our President surprised the world and astounded
a nation by'declaring, with characteristic softening of the "r,”
”1 hate ¥Iar”l
Why'should he hate War? Why should anyone hate War? Surely, such
a fine, age-old institution does not deserve the blasphemy which has
been heaped upon its head through the centuries since it became the
one grand, old tradition which all peoples, races, and nations hold
in common.

Did not man in his primitive state struggle with all the elements
of nature to sustain his very existence? This was individualized
warfare. As families grew into clans and clans into tribes men
banded together in their struggle with the environment. This perp
etual battle began to bear a marked resemblance to what we call
War. You may say, "Man fought with nature in order to survive,’'
Why did he have to live? Merely because he wanted to. We are born
with two fundamental instincts, the desire to survive and the desire
to reproduce, both of which are direct causes for mankind’s everlasting
struggle with his environment. Is it not true, then, that man’s
basic (and basest) instinct is to fight, to compete, to try to rise
above his fellow man and his environment?

Competition is the struggle with'our contemporaries to gain social
and economic recognition and esteem. Vie compete individually, as
small boys playing ’’Cops and robbers”; as school students in scholar
ship, athletics and dramatics; and as grown men and women trying to
make'a living in this hurly-burly world of today. Is it not natural,
then, that we should compete collectively as well as individually?
And that as competition grows keener the groups should fight? And
that when the groups are formed along national and international
lines, ^ar should be the result?
One of the more infamous elements in man’s nature, which I believe
to be present always (latent, perhaps, but nevertheless present) is
greed. Would you rather have fewer worldly goods, less popularity,
a lower social position and less happiness than the next person.
I think not, or do you deem yourself different from the usual, "runof-the-mill” human being? Greed for power, political and economic
prestige, and the attainment of racial superiority have long been
fundamental causes for War.

One of man’s first , basic and essential emotions, fear, is a trib
utary of the great flood, War, After fear come suspicion, envy and
hate in quick sucession, All the nationalistic programs in use in
the world today were begun because one nation feared another. The
people did not understand the language and customs of the other
country and so became suspicious and distrustful. Through the eyes
of professional propagandists they saw that the other nation (or nat
ions) had access to more raw materials, more foreign commerce, more
economic prestige and power than they. Does it not follow that this
suspicion and envy will turn to hate and, with the help of the eff
icient propaganda machines in operation on the glove today, burst

©

into the worst social and economic conflagration and chaos the world
has ever seen in reality or nightmare?

The foundations of human nature do not change and I think a
comparison of the last decade and the next will show how public opin
ion will shift from one extreme to the other simply because the baser
emotions of the people have been played upon by experienced and high
ly efficient big-time psychologists.
War is Hellj Down through the ages this ’ metaphor has steadily
become more pronounced until, in the last war, it became an estab
lished fact that of all the horrible, blood-curdling nightmares hist
ory has recorded under the name War, the next, will be the most stup
endous. It will be a miracle if any semblance of society, as we know
it, will ramain when the tumult is dead and the smoke has cleared
away. All economic, sociological and moral standards will be broken
down and disregarded.
Even though we have always had war, even though I believe war
in the future to be inevitable because of human nature, I too hate
War.

BRAND OE CAIN

Howard Tegland-Gallatin
Dog lovers
Gan be spotted,
By this one sense alone,
You recognize the
Doggy smell,
In'every suit they own.
Or, even if
That isn’t true;
You always sort;
Of think you do.

FOUNTAIN
June Hunter-Sophomore-Lincoln

I walked into the Fountain;
I sat upon a stool;
I ordered me a sparkling coke,
All good and sweet and cool.

Someone had a nickel,
And stuck it in the slot.
The music that came blaring out
Was loud and fast and hot|

9*
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They say it is impossible to see into the future, but I can do
it. I am better at it than any Merlin, the Mystic, who wears a yellow
turban and talks through his nose. I simply select the nearest window
and fix my gaze on it. Soon I see things to happen in 1959; and this
is 'what I see.
B efore me is a long, white room and at one end of it stands a
woman, tall, handsome, and well-dressed, and I see at a glance it is
myself, I have reached the accomplished age of thirty-five and I am,
by some happy turn of fate, a famous surgeon. One look at my long hands
tells what strength lies there. No suffering child, no penniless per
son is turned from me unaided, When I die many will mourn, praise, and
bless me.

In a blur of red flame the scene changes. Once more I see
myself; this time I am married to a more than moderately unsuccess
ful young man. My day begins early when I rush around in paper curlers
and a greasy dressing gown, getting my famished husband off to
his filling station in time to catch the first tourist trade. After
I have kissed him at the door, dutifully if a little unexcitedly, I
sink into the nearest chair, which I find is already occupied by two
baseball bats, a raincoat, and a dog, I have just had time to sink
thoroughly into it when I hear above my head a deafening roar as
seven pairs of childish feet and the heads of the ’weakest children
hit the floor.
In a blue haze the setting mercifully shifts. This time I
am married to an Englishman-one girlhood ambition fulfilled-and
a fairly wealthy one at that. I live in a peace on the verdant count
ryside, and move gracefully about my beautiful garden, which complete
ly surrounds the old moss-covered stone mansion. I also have a lovely
flower-like daughter ^nd a curly-headed son in Fauntleroy pants.
All about me love me and confide in me, I am a model wife and mother.
In a crash of thunder I am revealed anew, sitting on a ruffled
bed with a poodle that insists on licking the rrouge off my right
cheek. I’ve grown fat and billov/y with too much French pastry
and too many chocolate covered cherries. I’m happily widowed by
a man whose ten millions and five houses I’ve inherited. In the
next room my overworked maid packs my numerous, frilly effects for
my winter trip to B ermuda, I know I’ll be deathly sick the
moment I set foot on my new yacht, but I must have a rest, and
everyone goes to Bermuda,

With a flash of light my form is again changed. Now I
see myself in a messy bob and unpressed slacks. Hanging onto
a rope at the bow of my small fishing boat, I bellow orders to
my submissive husband, who is trying desperately to keep the
bacon in the frying pan. I’ve become a famous author through
my witty philosophies. Though I’m not worried about the sale
of my latest bookt I probably should be.

Whichever of these fates I am doomed to suffer, it can’t
hurt me much, because my shoulders- A”e as broad and my heart is brave.

MARGARET MARY POOLE-GRADE 11-SACRED HEART ACADEMY^ MISSOULA'
So, I’m living in a green fog! Huhl Of course Mother and Sister
must be right because—look, they have growh upJ This is their
latest description of me. I know they got this fog idea from
some ’’good advice professor” on the radio,. He gives lectures on
”How to Bring up John and Mary” and that sort of stuff.
Another pet expression Mother and Sis
me is, 'Toor Betty, she is just in that
age indeed! Why should I have to worry
in a page boy bob or whether it is done
if it is straight and curls like wire?

use in connection with
’awkward age!’” Awkward
whether my hair is curled
in an upsweep or even

Now, I think: Sis would get awfully tired always saying, "Gee,
what dress shall I wear tonight?” It’s always to a show, to a
dance, roller skating, hiking, swimming, or riding, or something.
’.Thy, she never seems to rest anymore,except when it comes time to
wash the dishes.

And then, Sis is continually buying jitter-bug jackets, hobo
shirts, square toe shoes, and those long frilly formals. My,
what a bother, when she could just as well be riding a bicycle.
VIhy, girls eleven years old like me have lots of fun. We don’t
like to play with dolls. Horrors! No! That is only for little"
children. And even if our big sisters would let us go with them,
we wouldn’t be in the least interested. That professor on the
radio was all wrong when he said we envied the ’’grown ups.”
’’Living in a green fog of envy,” well, I should say not!

MY MOON
Laura Btautigam-Grade 10-Powell

My moon
Ascends the hill
And having reached the top,
It glides from cloud to cloud and back
To a hill.
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BCB AITSTIN-SOPHOMORE-VJHITEHALL
I
.
I
I
Melvin Wilson was Holly Hannigan1s first clarinetist. Holly
Hannigan was the leader of "Hannigan’s Musical Swains," a swing or
chestra currently playing in the Silver Room of Hotel Henser.
Melvin was one of the best tooters of the gob-stick in this
part of the country. In fact, he was drawing top pay in this or
chestra, which is quite an achievement in itself because Holly
Hannigan’s group was rated among the best by swing fans the world
over.
Melvin Wilson reminded his fellow-players of some film idol.
He was the "woman’s man" in all senses of the phrase. He was court
eous, had sufficient funds for providing a gay night, and among other
things he possessed an impish desire to wink at almost every pretty
redhead he saw, and he manifested this peculiar urge to the delight
of many women.

One night Holly contracted a severe case of influenza when the
orchestra was to start an engagement in his home town; That night
they played without Holly. Near the end of the night, Melvin, in
his usual jolly mood, was winking right and left at all the girls
but just after "Heaven Can Wait," a redhead walked across the floor
in.front of the bandstand. She wasn’t just "good-looking" but down
right beautiful. Melvin was struck by her. He winked, and she,
pleased by his likeable features and his alluring habit of winking,
smiled back.

During the next piece he made a few mistakes that ordinarily
he wouldn’t have made. Then he saw her again, sitting alone on
the other side of the room. He went over and spoke to her.

The boys played without the services of Melvin Wilson for the
rest of the night. He and the breath-taking redhead just sat there
and exchanged fond glances until the proprietor began to empty the
spittoons after the dance was over.

The next day the pastor of the First Congregational Church be
stowed his blessings upon them and bid them go out into the world
man and wife.
Then Melvin had his wife to look at as long as he pleased, but
no longer was he holding down the job of first clarinetist in Holly’s
orchestra. You see, in his hasty proposal he had overlooked the po
int of asking her about her past. Holly had been her fiance.
Melvin needed a rest anyhow.

Holly has sworn off all redheads.

12.

Eue to my childhood environment of being near horses, which roam
ed in the locality of the copper smelter east of my home my utmost
ambition has been to attempt ot care for such helpless animals as
these when stricken with some malady or other. I want to be a
veterinarian.

Now it happened that one of my neighbors owned a beautiful bay
called Baton Rouge because she had been born and raised on a
farm near that city in Louisiana.
Now, in time, Baton Rouge and I became infatuated, We were
inseparable for two years or more. One day neighbor John told
me that I could be the owner of my inspiration . I jumped with
joyous excitement to think that I would be the owner of a pure
bred race horse.
The following summer, Eaton Rouge and I used to awaken at sunrise
and then I would put her through her workouts. I soon had my
pride and joy doing the mile and a quarter in one minute and forty
eight seconds.

That fall her name was entered in the Feature Handicap at the
State Fair, with Johnny Adams, Jr., as jockey-who, by the way,
is now booting in winners every day at Santa Grita at Pasadena,
Califomia-Baton Rouge won in a walk.
I was off to a flying start with my protege winning her first
start with plenty of room to spare.

The victory had not left the sport pages of all the local
papers before a chairman from the Longacres Track, in Seattle, con
tacted me, and offered to stave my horse at Longacres for their
fall meeting which was to open a month later, November 3,
Although everything was going along nicely, yet, somehow, I
felt that disaster was about to overtake us. I was so full of
joy that I became careless and neglected to give Baton Rouge the
attention she needed.
After a workout, one brisk morning, I forgot to put the blanket
over her, and so exposed her warm body to the cool air, with no
protection whatever. Inexperienced as I was with animal sicknesses,
I did not realize that Baton Route had contracted a cold.
It was not long, therefore, before it developed into pneumonis,
I was in a state of hysterics, and unable to assist my.beautiful
creature in any way. The former owner, Adams, was equally power
less to help.

All
passed
mine.
attend

we could do was stand stupidly by, until B aton Rouge
away. Those last two days of her life were the blackest in
Tears rolled constantly down my cheeks. I was unable to
school the following week, I was so broken-hearted.
i
_______ I__________

Every day since that tragic misfortune I have possessed a slightly
morbid feeling, which, until recently, I was unable to conquer. Now that
I have made up my mind to find some remedy for the various sicknesses of
animals, especially horses which I love so much, I find intense joy in '
the thought that I shall become the best veterinarian that this country,
or any other, has ever known.

PRAYER
Ann Clements^Senior-Helena

I am youth.
At night I lie by a window.

The breeze

Whispering in, coerces the curtain to a
Billowy white movement

Which is beauty.

All is silence and peace and tranquility.
The silence is shattered.

Curtain of night.

Shells shriek through the

There is death and hopelessness and destruction.

I am youth,
I lie dying on a field of mud,

And I lie side by side with civilization in a graveyard of
Eternal nothingness.
I heard a cat cry and I knew death.
Death is dying,

I am youth.

I who have sung sonnets to the moon; wept to see April garbed

In a silvery shroud of rain; and worshiped beauty,
Lie dying with my dreams of lovely golden mist.
This is a prayer.

Oh God don*t_tot them die,
I am youth.
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One of the most uncomfortable moments which one can experience
is that of being'subjected to the scrutinizing gaze'of youngsters,
aged two to five, preferably, whom you do not know , There is nothing
which can make one feel so utterly small and despicable as to sit,
speechless, and be stared at in the wide-eyed, gaping manner peculiar
to children. They say nothing, even when spoken to; they act as if
they were stricken dumb, in my presence, by the sight of such a face
as mine; ---- -Truly, I do not think it is'much out of the ordinary
rank and file of bland-looking Americans,
They have more behind that look than emptiness. It is not
an imbecilic look. It is a detached, critical, and altogether too
detailed inspection.

I once visited a woman who was the mother of three small boys--'
two-year-ofd twins, and one child older. Immediately after I arrived,
the nether left them to entertain me for a moment. Oh, what an
endless eon of timel
The older boy was partially friendly and expressed his feel
ing by condescending to explain to me the various pictures which
hung here and there about the room. But the twins were indignant
at my presence, They stood transfixed in the same position in which
they had been when I entered,

When no more pictures'remained, I once more sat upon the sofa,
silent, grim, and immovable. Would their mother never come?

After an interminable length of time, during which all three
stood around me and stared, answering "Yes” or "No” or nothing at
all to the questions which I could manage to resurrect from the dim
chasms of my mind---- , she came.
Immediately the children broke into various pitches and tones
of shouting and squealing, I still do not know what they said, but
I have my doubts as to the nicety of their statements.

At any rate, I survived the ordeal, and swore that never again
should I be so weak as to leave myself alone with three, or more,
or less, small children.
There is one consolation. They will outgrow this horrible
habit. But this takes care of only one generation. More and more
come on, and I can see no escape. Mothers and fathers, indignant
vjhen I ignore their blessed children, are not too easy to handle;
and, after all, I must have some respect for my frionl-s. No, there
is no way of coping with the problems
It must be faced.

But praised be the mother who first locks her children in the
nursery, and then invites her guests.
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ALINE MOSBI-SENIOR-MISSOULA

Dusk was approaching and the sun had already set, a dusty
ball of fire sliding down the edge of the horizon. Almost on the
border were stationed our relief quarters, hastily built a short,
crowded week ago, Our supplies were limited; our personnedl small,
A group of flimsy shacks housed the workers, about twenty-five in all.
The first day of work I handled hundreds of people, check
ing their goods and tickets to the railroad station scarcely a mile
away. The first ones who came to our station were hardy and cheerful,
their donkeys piled high with household goods.
But seven days had passed since these had started. Today It
seemed as if they were the dregs from the cup, the left-overs that
had been drained the hardest and now rose to feebly leave the city and
join the others at the station. There were many-old women ’wrinkled
with the wisa'Kjti of a lifetime, cripples left behind
by the more able-bodied; there were children, bewildered by the panic
and melee, all pitfously grateful for the'thin, hot coffee and dry
bread, which was all we had to offer them.
With night approaching swiftly there was no break in the line
that trudged slowly on. Another worker took over my duties, dnd I
fell exhausted into my bunk, too tired to sleep. I lay there,listening to the regular rhythm of tired shoes.
Those shuffling feet going on and on. What to? Why were
they running away? What goal did they hope to reach? They left their
homes, slow panic in their hearts, trying to reach the border. For
what ? Did their vague minds somehow picture family life resumed,
as if their community could be quickly transported to another land?

My aching head whirled in confused dilemna, Rising from
the* bunk, I watched that unending line. It had thinned slightly;
they were coming in groups now instead of droves. Their scraping feet
nauseated my senses. I wanted to scream out at them, to stop them,
to tell them to return to Munich. There was no hope for them else
where! Hope, If it was in their hearts they did not show it; if it
was in their minds they dared not show it. A grim future for them,
fleeing on and on until death mercifully overtook them, sparing them
from what was to come.
Dawn’s yellow fingers began to paint the eastern sky. It
was Sunday morning. In some larids there would be sun, and children’s
voices, and churches, and hearts thankful and glad. Here there was
nothing but gray roads with gray people in gray clothes walking toward
a gray future, like dumb animals being herded, bitterness and misery
in their eyes. Thousands of people to suffer for the ambitions of a
handful of men, thousands paying the price for an empire.

I turned to the rising sun and thanked God for what we Am
ericans have, thanked Him for roofs over our heads and food on our
tables. We talk of the army of unemployed. An army, yes, but not an
army bein driven like this one. Poverty, yes, and in a land of harvest
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and plenty, but not in one of terror. Depressions, bad business,
we shout of them all, but have we ever seen a line of shapeless
human beings fleeing from their homes with a swastika prodding
them from behind?

The Road from Munich—I am thankful that it does not lead
from my home.

MY YARD BY MOONLIGHT
CHARLOTTE JOHNSON-9A-BUTTE
In the daytime my yard looks bare and lonesome. There are no
flowers on the stems, only dried-up old leaves. There are no
leaves on the trees nor grass on the ground. But when the. stars
peep cut, and the moon comes over the mountain, it is turned in
to a fairyland. Moonlight filters down through the branches of
the trees, shedding its quiet on the flowerless ground. One
can easily imagine that there are a group of tiny elves play
ing between the flowers, Ohl how lovely it is. All the hard
corners have disappeared, and in their places are soft, rounded,
gracefully swaying flower gardens.

POEM

Ann Clements-Senior-Helena
I walked in the wind and the rain,
And I wandered down by the sea,'
And I was the wind and'the rain,
And my soul was poetry.
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PHIL PAYNE
I jog over to the starting post, I feel good. I’m light on
my fee1;, striding long and easy. My muscles are warmed up with a
lap around the track, the various exercises and five sprints down
the backstretch,
I pull off my heavy wool sweatsuit and lay it on the rail be
side the track. Ten minutes or so from now 1*11 be fumbling my
way back into that suit, so tired I can hardly stand up, my breath
whistling in and out of my lungs in convulsive gasps. But I scarce
ly think about that now.

Lightly, easily I jog down the stretch and back, lifting my
knee high at every stride, I do a few high-kicks, pointing my toe
and holding my hand higher than my head. I bend down and walk
with my hands on the cinders, palms flat, knees stiff. The crowd
titters,
I trot back to the start. My two teammates and the Idaho run
ners are already there drawing for position. I roach into the
starter*s hand, held above my eye-level, and take out one of the
blank cartridges with a number written across the butt. "Four,"
I tell the official with the pad as he writes my name and lane num
ber, I will have two men between me and the pole and three men
outside me. Not that position matters much. This race pays off
in the eight lap—plenty of time to get into position.

As we line up I pause to shake hands with my friend Rex,
This will be our fourth race together. He’s won twice and I’ve
beaten him once. "My turn this time," I tell him. "We’ll see,"
he says and we both grin.
I wonder if his nerves are as tight as mine. I wonder if he
has that queer sinking sensation every time he lines up at the post,
I haven’t missed feeling cold and shaky since my first race back
in high school.
We stretch back, arms'over our heads, taking deep breaths. I
slap the calves of my legs, not because I think it will loosen
them up but because I must be doing something every second before
the gun. I can’t just stand and think,
"Ready?" says the starter. We line Up and set our feet into
position. "Set," Knuckles on the cinders, we rise into the start
ing crouch, muscles tense, eyes straight ahead.

The gun cracks. I’m off. No doubt the five other men in the
race are off, too, but I’m running alone. I head for the corner.
Anybody who wants to run around mo for the lead is welcome to it.
We knot into a bunch at the curve, then begin to string out as Rex
takes the lead and the rest fall in line. I’m running fourth as
we come around and out into the backstretch,
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For the first time since the gun I become conscious of the
fact that I’m running. My spikes are biting the cinders in a re
gular rhythm as I swing'along behind the red jersey in front of
me, I’m running easily. My breath.slides’ effortlessly into my
lungs and out again. I can take this race. As usual I have
left my starting nerves at the post. The desperation of the last
half mile will not be for me. Not this time. Just so I don’t
let them get too much of a lead on me.
Around the cur^e and down the stretch. Mild applause flut
ters through the crowd as we swing past. They’re not warmed
up yet. This is no time to stand up and cheer. This race pays
off on the eighth lap.

On around the curve. We begin to spread out a little more,
Rex has dropped back to second as one of his teammates takes
the lead. The man in front of mo is holding the pace, I won’t
challenge him until he starts to drop back or until somebody
starts moving up on me. Run your own race. Let the rest of
them kill themselves off setting too fast a pace at first.
And now somebody’s moving up on me. His spikes are whisp
ering closer and I can hear him breathing, I stretch my stride
a little, pull up closer behind the man in front. The man behind
drops back a little as we hit the curve. No senso fighting it
out this early in tho game.

We hit the stretch. Is the man ahead dropping tho pace a
little? The man running first has picked up a five-yard lead.
Maybe I can pull up a notch, I stretch my stride, pick up the pace
a little, I’m up alongside him and he’s picking up the pace,
too. Vie’re .getting close to the curve. If I don’t pass him
now I’ll lose all the strength I put into pulling up to him.
This is no race to be wasting yourself shuttling back and forth,
I push myself a little and swing’ahead. One full stride ahead
before cutting in, say the rules. Here’s hoping I’ve got that
stride because Rex is just ahead of me now and I’ve got to cut
in or fight him for second place around the turn.

I swing in behind Rex. The man in the’lead is picking up
the pace now and I begin to feel the effort. I have to watch
those shoulders ahead of me, watch to see that they don’t get
too far ahead. I notice that my mouth is drying out a little.
I can still swallow, though,

Down the backstretch, around the turn and up the stretch
again. One of my teammates must be putting up.a fight of his
own. I hear the crowd shouting, ’’Come on,Jackl’’ I don’t know
whether he’s coming up or dropping back. I have other things
to worry about.

Right now my main worry is that man in the lead. He’s
holding a good pace and he’s gained a yard on Rex. They told
me he wouldn’t have a chance. "He’s been running around ten all
year.” He seems to be having a field day .today if he can last.
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We head down the backstretch again. Thoughts, half-formed
and inconsequential float through my mind. The grass is green
alongside the track. Green and thick and soft-looking. A dis
cus lands with a thump somewhere on the field. A pebble is ly
ing in the middle of the track.
We’re heading into the end of the third lap. Five to go.
Five and three is eight. Eight laps in this race and it pays
off in the eighth lapj Starting on the end of the first mile.
The man in the lead is still holding the pace but he isn*t
picking it up any, Rex has widened the gap between us a little.
He’s closing up 01. the man in the lead who must be letting down.
From hero on out just holding the pace is going to feel like pickit up, I’m beginning to feel a little tired now.

We round off the curve and start down that long backstretch
again, Down that stretch and around the curve and the first
mile will be practically over. Just one more mile to go. Just
four more laps.

Rex makes a bid for the lead again as we hit into the stretch.
His teammate fights it off and Rex drops back. The short sprint
has put them several yards ahead of me now. Not much of a gap,
I can close it up. Not now, but later. Sometime along about
the sixth lap.
I’ll have to watch my pace now. The fifth and sixth laps
are bad ones for letting down. You get tired and end seems like
a vague tomorrow that will come sometime but not in your day and
age.
We hit the backstretch again. It’s a long way down that
backstretch anc. a mean little breeze has come up to make it worse,
if possible. Up ahead Rex and the other Idaho man don’t seem to
notice the breeze. They stride along, heads up. Isn't Rex a
little farther ahead than he was? Better not let him get too far.
I try running stride—and—stride with him, keeping his rhythm but
stretching my stride out a little longer than his. His stride
is too short and fast for my legs and I give it up. Tryj ng to
step the pace up a little, I find my breath is coming faster now.
My throat is dry. I have to keep my mind on my legs to keep
them from dropping the pace. We head down the stretch and into
he sixth lap. Once this lap is over I’ll have only two more to
go. Just half a mile more. But I’ll have to finish this lap
first.

Around the turn ahead of me Rex has pulled up close behind
the other Idaho man. He’s going to challenge on the backstretch.
Behind me somebody is pulling up. "Come on, kid’" shouts one
o ray teammates as I come into the turn. It must be an Idaho
man behind me. I try to pick up the pace. The spikes behind
me are moving up. He’s going to challenge on the backstretch,
too.
’
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Ahead, Rex has pulled up shoulder to shoulder. He’s
passing his man and my man is coming up fast on me. If he passes
me now I’ll be stuck. I step up the pace. Surprisingly I find
I can stride out and shake him off. Rex’s man is fading. I
hold the pace somehow and catch him just on the corner. Now
it’s only Rex ahead — Rex and two more laps.
The crowd’s warmed up now and we get a real hand as we
steam down the stretch. Rex is out to hold the pace. I know
he’s not a fast finisher. He has to hold a lead to win races.
He knows it too, and he’s holding for all he’s worth.

Around the curve the grass is soft and green. Wouldn’t
it be comfortable to step over the curb and fall into that soft,
green grass and just lie there? Just to lie there, not even
thinking. I’ve lost lots of races, but I’ve never dropped out.
Not even when the stupid crowd cheered satirically, shouting,
'’They went that way!"
Rex has gained two yards. He doesn’t seem to be pushing
the pace any, just slipping ahead, inch by inch. I’ll have to
catch him. I put on the pressure, but there’s nothing there.
My lungs are snatching air in short gasps now. My legs feel doad.
My mind is swinging back and forth in a short desperate arc between
my tortured body and those steady legs swinging on ahead.
We hit the turn. Stride, stride, stride around. Stretch
that stride! I wring a two-yard gain out of the stubborn cinders
as I pound down the stretch. ’’Come on, kid, unhook!” How can
I unhook now, I’m shot. The gun goes as Rex passes the post.
Last lap. Vaguely I hear cheers behind me. Somebody is making
a bid.

Rex seems to be pulling ahead. Last lap. Now’s the time
to put on the pace. Somehow I find enough strength to bear down,
to bring those legs ahead a little closer. One yard, two yards.
I m closing the gap. I pull up behind him as we head into the
backstretch. Weariness shuts down over my mind blotting out
thought. Nothing exists beyond my pounding feet and the breath
rasping in my sandpapered throat. From beyond the dark limits
of consciousness my mind throws up a word to be grasped and set
to the rhythm of my feet. "Onomatapeia, onomatapoeia, onomatapoeia;’
Like a coxswain calling for a higher beat, my lips form the word
and my tired mind echoes it. "Onomatapoeia, onomatapoeia, onoma
tapoeia."
Rex is making his bid down the stretch. He can hold me off,
but he can’t sprint in from here. He has to save something for
the finish. He gets ten yards ahead of me and holds it there.

As I hit the opening of the curve I automatically relax a
ittle without dropping the pace. I try to "gather," to seek some
little extra strand of muscle fiber for the finish. I come up
on my toes. Somehow I can pick up the beat. I cut down the
distance between us again. His lead drops to five yards.
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Then, as he goes into the stretch, he starts his final sprint.
The crowd is a confused roar. Now J Ify. legs find a trifle of
life left in them. I catch a deep breath and hold it. I’m
pulling upI A stride and we’re even. Then everything drops
away. For an instant my mind goes blank. Then, as I hit the
tape, consciousness returns. I slow down to a tottering walk.
Somebody leads me over to my sweat clothes and helps me on with
them. I want to lie down, but muscles would stiffen. Gapping,
I stay on my feet, walking a wavering line down the track.
’’Attaboy!” comes a voice from the crowd to which I wave a feeble
hand. I am feeling anything but attaboy.
Rex staggers up and we exchange gasping compliments. Later
I can glow triumphantly and tell modestly what a tough race it
was. Later Rex can think of past victories, re-run and win the
race in his mind as I usually do. Just now all we want is to
get to feeling like human beings again.

RUTH McCULLOUGH

Did I really do it? W-e-1-1**-**—. I look like a pretty
innocent little girl even if I am in jail, but there wasn’t any
body else around to pull the trigger.
You see, I was boarding at his place. As soon as I broached
the subject of hunting to him, he chucked me under the chin and
eaid, ’’Sure, kid, anything you kill I’ll pack in on ly hands and
knees with a back pack. I’ll pay for your license, too.”

His tone was nothing but sarcastic so I said as coldly as I
could manage, -’Never mind the license. It’ll be worth three
dollars to see you wear your knees to the bone. I hope I make
my kill up on the ridge in the middle of a lot of downfall and
underbrush. ’’
Ted lent me his Levi jacket and after I’d cuffed it back at
the wrists it fit pretty well. I pinned a red bandana across
the back and made a cap out of another bandana. Al lent me his
Bean boots which didn’t fit so bad after I put on three pairs
of wool socks. I looked darned cute and was I thrilledJ
I felt pretty confident when I started from the ranch house,
I was good enough shot that a kill would be almost certain if I
ever saw any game and judging from the packed game trails in the
six inch snow, the probability of seeing a deer or an elk was
high.

That day I must have walked some five or six miles, up on
my toes with my knees bent, you know, like Hal had shown me you
had to do to keep quiet in the woods. It took me a couple of
days to find that it’s just as quiet to walk naturally if you
watch where you step. I was plenty disappointed when I didn’t
bring anything home that night. I’d followed trails till my
eyes hurt from the snow and I’d watched every moving branch,
listened for every crackle of snow.
Hal asked, ‘’Did you see anything?”
•’Lots of tracks”, I answered. ”

He said, ’’They make darned poor soup I”
He kept making nasty remarks about it all evening, especially
when other people were around. I took all his sarcasm with nary
a sneer that evening because I was rehearsing my lines when I
brought my deer in the next day.
The boys were talking hunting, and one of them said he’d
just had a hunch there was a big bull elk up Butler Creek and,
Or?

by craclzy, there was, and he got it. So I said to myself, well,
I’ll get me a hunch, too. Next day, I went up on the ridge where
I’d told Eal I hoped I’d get one. I walked and 'walked and walked
and walked and walked and then pretty soon I came home. Ily hunch
petered out.
Eal asked me for my "daily walking report" when I got home.
He also made some crack about how walking was good for losing
weight. He kept on saying things like that till sometimes my
self-control wavered several seconds before it turned back from
drastic measures and I’d resignedly, doggedly, yet hopefully tell
myself, "Tomorrow J *•
I went out every day during hunting season. I’d stay till
it got so dark I couldn’t see my sights. I’d come home with my
icy pant legs clinking around my knees and my stomach feeling so
thin it ached in the back. Eal would tell me that a he-man hunter
ate only what he killed, and I’d just have to wait for my supper
till I got myself something to eat. I don’t suppose I displayed
the best disposition, but darn it, he was so persistently nasty,
Ee seemed possessed with some queer notion that my disappointment
was terribly funny. I waited sometimes for him to make a remark
about my marksmanship. That was one place I could have shown
him. But he never mentioned that.
Once I heard one of the boys say he’d got his buck sitting
down and waiting for one to come along. So I tried that. I
found a log part way up a little hill where I could see for some
distance, scraped the snow off and sat down. I sat with my thirtyought-six across my knees and one mitten off so I could pull and
fire in a hurry. Coming through a thick,growth of young jack
pines, I’d gotten pretty wet, but even when my wet jacket started
getting stiff and I kinda froze to the log, I squinted my eyes
and went on sitting. I just had to make a killI I just had
to show EalJ

About sundown three shots were fired several hundred yards
from me. I even said a naughty word then. All the game for some
ways around would leave now. No use staying any longer, so I
bit my lip and went home.
I stamped in by the fireplace. I wasn’t feeling too pleasant.
Eal. who had come in just before me, was emptying the shells from
his gun and saying,
"I must be getting plenty slow on the pull. I just saw two
elk—a cow and a bull—up on the little hill back of the meadow.
Got three shots and missed ’em."
Tito elk--can you imagine that?—several hundred yards from
where I’d been sitting for hours’ He’d had three shots and—
missed’em| Driven everything away.’ Hal, the one person whom I
had to show! Eal had done this I I’d have given three days of
my life and half my possessions to. have drug those two elk home’
Before this I had always considered Hal rather good-looking, but

right now he was ugly.

He hit upon the wrong psychological moment to say, "Listen,
kid, you might as well give up. Accidents seldom happen and I got
deer by accident three years ago. Another isn’t due for four years,"
I didn’t say anything,

I couldn’t,

I just threw a book at

him.

He kinda repented then and said, "I’ll take you hunting to
morrow morning. You get up at five and get breakfast for us and
call me at six."
Being a sucker, I wcs up at four thirty and called him at a
quarter of six. He’d been reading a book in bed the night be
fore and when I called him he rolled over and got the hero out of
an Indian scalping mess before he came down. Long before he fin
ished eating, I was out by the gate waiting. After about three
cigarettes he came sauntering cut and said, "Got your lipstick on
yet, kid?"

I started crying and said, "You’d be tickled to death if I
never shot anything."

He said, "Don’t be a spoiled brat.

Shut up and come on."

I was feeling particularly vile, so I stamped my foot and
screamed as loud as I could," I won’t J"

He grabbed my arm and said, "Listen. I’m going to take you
out and get you a deer if I have to lasso one and tie it to a
tree for you so you won’t go wailing around anymore like you have
this last month. Either you come or I’ll drag you."
I was kicking and scratching and pulling his hair while he
drug me across the road "when Mrs. Brady drove past. She drove
slow for a while and stared at us and not wanting to make a scene
in front of her, I walked along peaceably. Anyway I did want a
deer awfully bad even if I had to resort of let Hal help me.
After we got up the trail a way he said,"You sit here and I’ll
kill one and you can tell everyone you killed it,"

I didn’t even answer. I just cocked my gun and lay it across
my knees and watched him out of sight. He might have been mad,
but I was madder and the colder I got as I sat there the madder
I got. After about an hour I heard something Or somebody coming
down the draw so, in the words of Diamond Dick, "I raised my trusty
rifle and let fire,"
When I reported the accident, that guileful old hussy, Mrs.
.•Brady, told the sheriff she’d seen us quarreling about an hour
and a half before it happened. It’s her fault. That’s why I’m
here.
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Along with the other University organizations, the Sluice Box
welcomes all of you Interscholastic visitors to the campus of MontState University. And to make you feel even more at home, we have
opened our pages to high school authors from all over the state.
This is youi’ edition of the monthly literary magazine of Montana
State University.
Although this is a student enterprise, not'connected in any
way with the Interscholastic Committee, we hope, with your help,
to make the Sluice Box a feature of Interscholastic week. In order
to make this edition as representative of the talent over the state
as the other events of this week, we have printed what we consider
to be the best work from each of the high schools which have sent
in material to be considered. This comparison of the literary work
done in Montana high schools should be interesting and stimulating
both to students and’to the teachers of English, and should make
good reading as well. We hope that you will enjoy both of these
possibilities in the present issue, and will look forward to a sim
ilar and better one for next year.

This is the second year that the Sluice Box has printed a
special Interscholastic edition. Both of these editions have been
made possible by the good will and cooperation of the high school
English teachers and students. We hope that we will make even more
friends this year for our literary enterprise. In the meantime,
make yourselves at home with this issue of the Sluice Box, become
acquainted with the writers from Montana high schools and Montana
State University—and we*11 be greeting you again next yearJ
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